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WOMEN'S COLLECTION FALL WINTER 2017-18 
  
  
Upscale Leisure, focusing on femininity and comfort, is the theme developed 
for the new Colombo Women's collection. 
The fabrics used are increasingly luxurious and innovative and the very soft Kid 
Cashmere yarn is the absolute epitome of matchless knitwear. 
The double-face coats, with melange prints and enriched by fur, are a refined 
novelty. The dress coat is very elegant, with fox fur or trimmed with nappa 
leather. The bi-coloured coats are enriched by kalgan fur; the version made with 
fancy bouclé fabrics with tartan effect evoke the pleasure of countryside. The 
must-haves of the collection are the newest incarnation of the Kate jacket, the 
icon of the Colombo Women's world. They are shown with bouclé effect prints, 
gold-washed, stretch or with embroideries. The Lady Kate comes in a new 
autumn dress, lined with high-tech fabric and lightly padded. 
Knitwear is also developed in modern outfits. Coats in cashmere/silk with a 
hood and zipper, parkas, jackets trimmed with nappa and gold washed capes are 
a viable alternative to outerwear. 
The refined under-jackets in Kid Cashmere, cashmere and cashmere silk are 
also a must. The round-necks versions with a gleaming Colombo logo, v-necks 
and round-necks in argyle designs with rhinestones, over-sized models with 
block lines are amusing novelties. Over-sized capes and jackets in bouclé 
fabrics are perfect for a chic sporty look. The over-sized garments are easy to 
wear and embrace: cardigans, v-necks and mock turtlenecks are suitable for 
every size range. 
Turtlenecks are embellished with small golden studs. Vests, cardigans, 
turtlenecks in 4-ply Kid Cashmere, complete the collection. The chromatic 
balance of burgundy, brown and amaranth enhance the autumn garments. Gold, 
wisteria and pearl gray emphasize the soft and fluffy touch of winter . Black & 
white is ultrachic and is the colour of eveningwear. 
 


